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2. Why publish through ANR
3. What we look for
4. Developing your manuscripts
5. What’s next for publishing in ANR
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ANR’s been at this a while…



A professional collaboration

Peer review 
management by 
ANR’s associate 
editors: academic, 
subject-matter  
experts

Production by 
CSIT’s publishing 
staff: editors, 
graphic designers, 
marketers, and 
visual media 
experts



Our shared goal:
To support the extension mission of UC ANR 
by producing and publishing — in print, via 
the web, and visually — peer–reviewed, 
science-based information generated through 
Division research.



ANR’s Publications

• Printed and e-books
• Online publications
• California Agriculture Journal

All of these publications are peer-reviewed 
and count towards your merit and 
promotion.
Just as importantly, the Division supports 
their production costs.



California Agriculture journal

• Peer-reviewed research
• Focus on applied research 

and extension
• Fully indexed
• Open access

californiaagriculture.ucanr.edu

• Impact factor 1.02
• Special issues
• ~75% of authors are in ANR



ANR Books

• Multiple and 
sole author

• Printed and  
e-book 

• Target 
marketed

• Sold via ANR 
catalog 
anrcatalog.
ucanr.edu



ANR online publications

• Over 500 published
• Available as PDF for 

free download from 
ANR catalog

• Searchable but not
ideal 
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Why publish in California Agriculture

• Print audience of 11,000
– 24% work in agriculture (non-research)
– 31% are researchers or academics
– 19% are agency staff or elected officials

• Unique outlet for applied research
• Creative opportunities 

– Review articles
– Perspective and editorial pieces
– Organize a theme issue or collection of articles



Why publish in California Agriculture

• Professionally 
edited for a 
non-specialist 
audience

• High-quality 
design and 
layout



Honored by 
the American 
Society for 
Horticultural 
Science

Professional success



Extension and commercial success

• 2 editions produced, published 
and marketed

• Sunset magazine blurbs
• Over 38,000 copies sold
• Over $900,000 returned to 

Division to support further 
publishing



“Developing the content of 
and writing Drought 
Management for California 
Almonds provided me 
several opportunities that I 
did not expect: 
• The extensive literature 

research provided me 
the breadth of 
information related to 
the topic. 

• Working with my co-
author helped increase 
my depth of 
understanding. 

• I connected with a few 
Specialists to discuss 
their research and how 
their findings applied to 
California conditions of 
the cropping system. 

Along with field observations, these provided me with 
a greater understanding of the conditions and impacts 
of the drought on almonds, leading to a better service 
to my clientele.”

UC ANR Pomology Farm Advisor David Doll 
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ANR Peer-reviewed Publications
• directed at the needs of ANR clientele
• written for a lay and/or professional user 

audience
• relate research-based information 

to practical techniques or concepts that the 
clientele can use

• contain original expression of content
• useful to clientele over a period of time
• intended for statewide or national use (some 

regional) 



What’s been done? What’s needed?
(Publications)

• See Ann for list of ANR publications in print and 
that are old (and need updating) 

• ANR Associate Editors can also discuss your idea 
for a publication

• Who is your Associate Editor? Ask Ann or go to 
the Peer Review and Publishing website:
http://ucanr.edu/sites/anrpeerreview/

• Lots of good information there!

http://ucanr.edu/sites/anrpeerreview/


What we’re looking for
(California Agriculture)

• Our scope: ANR
• We especially like papers that:

– Emphasize applications of findings to California concerns
– Contextualize the research for non-specialists
– Speak to current events

• Author guidelines at californiaagriculture.unanr.edu
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ANR Publication Process (in brief!)
• If you plan a printed book, CAB approval is needed before peer review
• An online publication can be submitted for peer review without any pre-

approval
• Peer review process takes anywhere from 2-9 months, depending on 

manuscript’s condition and complexity and the responsive of reviewers 
and author

• Once passed ANR peer review, manuscript moves to CSIT for production
• Large books include a launch meeting to discuss format, market, schedule
• Production takes anywhere from 1-12 months, depending on our 

workload, project’s complexity and responsiveness of authors
• Author see manuscripts at least twice: after copyediting, after page layout



Publishing with California Agriculture

• Peer-review standards are similar 
to other journals
– Scientific rigor, well-organized 

writing are the keys
• Consider visual elements
• Editing and layout process is 

more involved
• Contact me to discuss!



CalAg Peer Review and Editing

Review
(3 weeks)

AE decision
(1 week)

Cal Ag Staff AE and ReviewersAuthor

Revise

Initial review
(1 week)

Developmental 
edit

Edit

Proof

Copy edit

Layout

Final proofread

Print, Post to Web

REVISE (almost 100%)

REJECT 
(~40%)

Write

Redesigning website to 
allow “Early View” online
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Publishing is 
changing; 
so are we



Connecting ANR research to the news



Current Issue
• Woody biomass special issue in press

– Seven peer-reviewed articles on woody biomass
– Editorial: Ashley Conrad-Saydah, CalEPA Deputy 

Secretary for Climate Change and Energy Policy
– Outlook: What future for biomass energy in 

California?
– Perspective: The new world of regulated 

groundwater in California (Thomas Harter)
– Biomass research news



Upcoming Issue
– Editorial: Glenda Humiston
– Outlook: the Food Safety Modernization Act (Mary 

Bianchi, Rob Atwill)
– Papers: 

• Wetland restoration on private lands benefits bird populations
• Grazing can suppress noxious weeds
• The best way to sample for nutrients in drip-irrigated fields
• The sudden oak death pathogen can survive in treated compost
• Why overhead irrigation may be a good fit for California 

– REC Research News; News feature on drones



Issues: 2016

• 3 or 4 general issues in 2016
• Special issue prospects 

– Food safety – late 2016
– Global Food Initiative – 2017
– RECs – 2018
– Citizen science
– Other ideas welcome …



Print-on-
demand and 
publishing for 
tablets



What is the future?

A multi-dimensional 
web-based 
information and 
learning 
environment









UC ANR’s “Moonshot”*
• Peer-reviewed, free, Wikipedia-like environment
• Curated, not democratic (not a wiki) 
• Non-linear, but content can be collected by theme
• Hubs based on content areas (almonds, grapes) point 

to other hubs (pest management, irrigation, soils)
• Download or print-on-demand of some value-added 

products (chapters, book-like collections of info)
• Information won’t be trapped in partly-done books 
• Integrates into ANR Project Board and other internal 

tracking systems
* shoot for the moon



Why is this intriguing?

• Discoverability
• Gets the 

information out 
much more quickly 
(especially for 
books)

• Content can be 
appended and 
updated



And more
• Breaks down “walls” between 

printed content, traditional 
online pubs (8000’s), CalAg, 
content from RICs, etc

• Mobile-friendly
• Embed GIS maps, decision 

support tools, videos, quizzes
• Facilitates CEU and other online 

learning modules
• Financially more sustainable



Thank you!

Questions?



International Subscribers
• CalAg printing and mailing: ~$68,000/year
• International share: ~$20,000/year
• 2014 International revenue: ~$300

• Next two issues: Cover wrap – payment 
required to continue subscription beyond 
December 2015



Audience Demographics
(from 2012 survey of U.S. print subscribers)

• 24% work in agriculture (private sector)
• 31% are faculty or researchers
• 19%  agency staff or elected officials



Authors, July 2013 – June 2015

208 total authors, affiliated as follows:
38%  AES faculty, researchers, students
20%  County-based UCCE 
17%  Campus-affiliated UCCE
17%  Government agencies or institutes

5%  UC or CSU researchers, non-AES/UCCE
3%  Academic researchers outside Calif.

75% 
ANR



Submissions, May 2013 – April 2015

116 submissions
41% Accepted
48% Rejected by editors (not suitable)

4% Rejected by AE pre-review
7% Rejected via the review process

Excluding special issues and unsuitable articles, 
acceptance rate was ~60% 



Audience
• ~10,000 domestic print subscribers
• ~1,000 international print subscribers
• ~5,000 electronic subscribers
• Monthly website traffic:

– 45,000 page views 
– 28,000 unique visitors
– 1,500 pdf downloads



Impact
• Thomson Journal Citation Report 2013:

– 627 citations
– Impact Factor: 1.021
– 5-year Impact Factor: 0.986
– Article Influence Score: 0.328 (average is 1)
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